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ABSTRACT
An Economic Analysis of Management Alternatives for Utah
Cattle Ranches and Potential Effects on Beef Production

David B. Hewlett, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1976
Major Professor: Dr. John P. Workman
Department: Range Science
The high feed grain prices of the last few years and the
resulting high prices for heavy feeder cattle r elative to lightweight feeder calves may provide economic incentives to market
cattle from rangelands as yearlings.

A majority of the economic

studies investigating the profitability of retained ownership
of beef calves to sell as yearlings have used a budgeting
technique to compare a straight cow-yearling operation retaining
all calves, to a straight cow-calf operation selling all calves.
In this study linear programming was used to develop an optimum
combination of various livestock marketing alternatives for
maximizing net ranch income.
Two typical Utah ranch sizes (150 and 300 head of brood cows)
were modeled and optimum range livestock marketing schemes were
developed using linear programming analysis.

Based on average

Utah cattle prices for 1970-1975 the optimum range livestock
management alternatives for both ranch sizes in terms of
maximizing net ranch income was to reduce the cow herd 25

viii

percent and use the r e leased feed resources to retain all steer
calve s for sale as yearlings.

Retention of heifer calves was

not profitable a nd they were sold a t weaning .

Net ranch income

for the optimum s tra tegy was only sligh tly higher than the
in come of the base cow-calf o pe r a tion for th e small r a nch.

The

large ranch showed a large r gal.n in net ranch income frcm
retention of yearlings .

The ca pital requirement o f the optimum

stra te gies was three to f ive percent less than for th e base
cow-calf operations.
A reduct ion in the size of the breeding herd to accommodate
retained yea rlings would result in a r eduction in th e number of
feeder livestock marketed.

Pot ential decreases in U. S. beef

production f rom 1 to 4 percent were estimated if 25-100 percent
of the ranc hers in the 11 western states adopted the optimum
manageme nt alternative.

These reductions would result in an

increase in the price of beef in th e U. S. of 1 to 6 percent.

(76 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Recent high prices for heavy feeder cattle relative to lightweight fee de r cal ves has stimul a t ed new i nt erest in r ange livestock
management al t ernatives marketing yearlings rathe r than weaner

calves.

lluch of this i nt erest has been prompted by the ex tremely

high feed gra in prices of 1974 whic h has made it cheape r for feeders
to purchase lives t ock gain fro m ranchers th an t o produ ce the gain
in a feedlot (Stenquis t, 1975).
r ela tive to calf pri ces .

This has increased year ling pr ices

The low feed grain prices and huge feed

grain s urplu ses of th e past may not be in sto re f or the fu ture
(Brunk, 1975; Nie lsen, 1975).

Recent changes in th e U. S.

Department of Agriculture meat grading system allow cattle to
grade cho ice with less finish.

This may encoura ge feedlot operators

to purchase grass-fed year lings f r om the r ancher instead of lightweight calves requiring large amounts of expensiv e feed g r ains for
finishing.

Considering these pos sible trends, it may be profitable

for the Ut ah ranching industry t o switch from the traditional cowcalf operation to some type of r a nching organization in the cow- cal fyearling ca tegory with ranches ma rketing g r ass fed yearlings.
This study was designed to investigate various range livesto ck
produ c tion options and evaluate their ef f ec t on net ranch income in
Utah.

Two t ypi ca l Utah ranch sizes (150 and 300 h ead of brood cow)

were modeled and optimum range livestock marketing strategies developed
using linea r programming analysi s .

An attempt was made to determine

the effects on beef supply and price if the optimum management
strategies developed in this study were adopted .
Objectives
The primary objectives of this study were:
1.

To test the hypothesis that:

In terms of maximizing net

ranch income in Utah, the traditional cow- ca lf operation is not
the optimum.

Vertical integra tion of the ranch organization through

the retention of X number of weaner calves will be considered as a
management alternative to increase net income to the Utah rancher.

2.

To develop optimum range livestock management options for

each of the two representative siz e of Utah cattle ranches (150 and
300 head of breeding cows), which will maximize net income to Utah
ranches .

Maximum income options will dictate optimum herd compo-

sition, age, and weight of animals at time of marketing for each of
the two representative ranch sizes .

3.

To determine the required decrease in the breeding herd

for both representative sizes which may result from retention of
yearlings to achieve optimum management alternatives .
4.

To determine the reduction in Utah calf and beef produ ctio n

wh ich may result upon rancher adoption of the optimum management
options.
5.

To determine the impact of this reduction on beef supply

and price in Utah, the region, and the nation, if similar management
shifts occur throughout the western range livestock industry.

Ranch Management Options
The r anch management production and marke ting op tions which
were test ed i ndepend e ntly a nd the n used as the a lt e rn atives to be
optimized we re:

a.

A cow- calf operation with calves weaned and sold November 1 .

b.

A cow- calf- sho rt yearling operation with weaner calves
ret a in ed and wint e r e d on range , hay, g rain, and pr otein
supplemen t and sold April 1 .

c.

A co w- calf-sho rt yearling operation with home g rown wean e r
ca lves retained and wintered as above with the opportunity
to purchase additional weaner calves for wintering and
sale on April 1.

d.

A cow-calf-long yearling operation with weaner ca lves
retained, wintered as above, summered on range and sold

October 1.
e.

A cow-calf-long yearling operation with home grown weaner
calves retained, the opportunity to purchase additional
weaner calves, all wintered as above, summered on range,

and sold October 1.
f.

A cow-calf-long yearling operation with home grown calve s
retained and wintered as above, along with the opportunity
to purchase short yearlings April 1, all summered on range
a nd sold October 1.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In an economic analysis of Wyoming mo untain va ll ey cattle
ranches, St evens (1975) bri efly compare d a group of s tudy r anc hes
re ce iving 81.8 perce nt of their in come from se lling weaner calves
to a group selling yearlings.

He found tha t there was littl e

difference in the income of the two groups of ranches and concluded
t ha t th ere is no definite a dvantage to selling yearlings rather than
calves .

Kearl (1969) used bud geti ng to compa r e va rious livestock

systems in Wyoming i nvolvi ng the retention of calves and found
that although a cow-yearling system presented a slight advantage
over selling wean e r ca lves, for th e twenty years of prices studied
the yearly income differential was small.

In a later s tudy with

economic comparisons of cow-calf and cow-yea rling systems on the
northern plains, Kearl (1972) repo rted an a dvantage of about $4,000
in net ranch income for a cow- yearling operation .

Varying pri ce

levels and calf crop percentages na rrowed the income differential
in some si tuations but the livesto ck system selling yearlings still
retained the advantage.
With a hypothetical example and the assumption of constant total
costs, Eisgruber and Nelson (1975) constru cted accounting worksheets
for various calf retention options such as backgrounding and f a ll
sale of yea rlings.

They indicated that selling yearlings was more

profitable than selling calves.

Brownson, McConnen, and Stauber

(1975) developed profit function s for both cow-calf and cow-yearling
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operations in Montana based on sever al assumptions unique to
their situation.

From th ese equations a "breakeven point,"

or ratio of s teer calf prices t o yearling stee r prices a t which
the cow- ca lf a nd cow-yearling ope r a t ions produce eq ua l income,
was calcula ted,

Based on the Montana data , they concluded that

gener ally,
I f th e pri ce of steer ca lves is more tha n 110 pe r cent
of the pri ce of yearling stee rs, th e cow-calf system
is best. If the price of s t eer ca lves is less than
110 percent of t he pri ce of yearling stee r s , the cowyearling system is best. (Brownson, Mc Connen, and Stauber,
1975, p. 10)
Gee and Pursley (1972) compa r ed th e pr ofi t abil it y of r etained
ownership and deferred marketing of beef ca ttle in Colorado a nd
fo und that fatte ning long yearlings in feedlo ts was the most
profitable enterp ri se and yie lded subs tanti al l y higher profits
than th e sa l e of wean er ca lves.

It must be noted tha t all of the

above mentioned s tudies involved on ly all or no thing economic
comprisons of various r e tention options and were not th e result
of optimization procedures .
A linear programming technique was used by Leistritz and
Qualey (1975) to evaluate alternative range and livestock management
practices in southwestern North Dakota .

The sale of short yearlings

in the spring was more favorable than selling calves, but the sale
o f yearlings was optimum, increasing ranch returns 42 percent over
the base cow-calf system.

Whitson (1974) studied vertical inte-

gration of a Texas cow-calf operation usin g quadratic programming
analysis in an effort to include ris k and uncertainty in de cision
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making .

Steer retention options were confined to either grazing

whea t pasture or placement in a feedlot .

Optimum steer retention

increased net income but decreased income stability.

HETHODS
Optimization Procedures
Linear programming was the principal analytic tool.

Linear

programming is a mathematical procedure for maximizing or
minimizing an objective function developed by the firm manager.
The objective functio n is of the form:
C = XlP l + X2P2 + ... + XnPn
where C
X

net return over variable cost,

units of activity (defined subdivisions of
production proeess),

and

P =price or cost coefficient of associated acti.vity.

Sets of cons traints are fomulated accordi ng to the inputs available
for production or as specified by the manager, such as a minimum
l evel of production.

Alternative production ar.tivities can then

be optimized to determine the most economically efficient (profitabl e)
method of produ ct ion.

Linear programming techniques are well

suited to agricultural decision making involving the allocation
of scarce resources to management alternatives in order to
maximize income or minimize cost (Agrawal and Heady, 1972; Beneke
and Winterboer, 1973; Jameson, D'Aquino, and Bartlett, 1974).
For a detailed discussion of linear programming see Truman (1974),
Agrawal and Heady (1972), Beneke and Winterboer (1973), a nd
Jameson, D'Aquino, and Bartlett (1974).
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Analysis was done on a Burroughs B6700 computer using the
TEMPO mathema ti cal programming system.

Sensitivity analysis of all

comp ut er runs was accomplished by using th e TEfWO procedure RANGE
which determines the r ange over which the objective function
coefficients and resource constraints can vary without changing

the optimal solution (Burroughs Corporation , 1975).
Linear Programming Models
Linear programming models of both ranch sizes were constructed
and called 150RANCH and 300RANCH for easy reference and identification.
The models differ in the input-output coefficients where th e data
dictates differences in the two ranch sizes.

The format of the

matrices and definition of the rows a nd columns followed Beneke
and Winterboer (1973).

These authors present a very c lear and

logical discussion of agricultural uses for linear programming
and provide many excellent examples.
The complete model is made up of 25 columns, 22 rows and
137 non- ze ro matrix entries.
Appendix A.

The 150RANCH model is shown in

Solutions were determined for a straight cow-calf

operation as described in option a. and used as the baseline
for further comparison .

Activities were systematically added

or removed from the model to obtain solutions for each of the
livestock management options previously mentioned.

The entire model

with 24 activities was then used to d etermine the optimum range
livesto ck management strategy from any combination of the separat e
production and marketing options.

Stability of optimum solutions

was tested using sensitivity analysis.

The co lumns and rows of th e model are defined as f ollows:

B.

Resource and production constraints.

AOl.

A cow-calf production activity grazing private summer
range. A unit of activity is one cow.

A02.

A cow-calf production activity grazing federal summer
rang e . The unit of activity is o ne cow.

A03.

A heifer calf selling activity. The unit of activity is
one 380 pound heifer 7 months old.

A04.

A steer calf selling ac tivity . Th e unit of activity i s
one 400 pound steer 7 months old.

A05.

A replacement heifer rais ing activity grazin g private
summer range. The unit of activity is one he ifer from
weaning November 1 to incorporation into the breeding
herd the following Novemb e r.

A06.

A r eplacement heifer raising activity grazing federal
summe r range. The unit of ac tivity is one heifer from
weaning November 1 to inco rporation into the breeding
herd the following November.

A07 .

A cull cow ac tivity.

The unit of activity is on e 1000 pound

c ow.

A08 .

A range bull activity providing bulls for cows grazing
private summer range. The unit of ac tivity is one 1350
pound bull.

A09.

A range bull activity providing bulls for cows grazing
federal summer range. The unit of ac tivity is one 1350
pound range bull.

AlD.

A short yearling steer raising activity. The unit of
activity is one 400 pound steer wintered to 490 pounds
at age 12 months.

All.

A short yearling steer selling activity. The unit of
ac tivity is one 490 pound steer at age 12 months.

Al2.

A steer calf purchasing activity.
one 410 pound steer.

Al3.

A long yearling steer raising activity grazing private
summer range. The unit of activity is one short yearling
steer at age 12 months grazed to 740 pounds at age 18 months.

The unit of activity is
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Al4.

A long yearling steer ra1s1ng ac tivity grazing federal
summer range. The unit of activity is one short yearling
steer at age 12 months grazed to 740 pounds at age 18 months.

Al5.

A long yearling steer selling activity. The unit of
activity is one 740 pound steer at age 18 months.

Al6.

A short yearling steer purchasing activity.
of activity is one 502 pound steer .

Al7 .

A 6 month capital borrowing activity .
activity is one dollar.

AlB.

A 12 month capital borrowing activity.
activity is one dollar.

Al9.

A capital accounting activity totaling the cash production
costs for all activities. The unit of activity is one
dollar.

A20.

A short yearling heifer raising activity. The unit of
activity is one 380 pound heifer wintered to 470 pounds
at age 12 months.

A21.

A short yearling heifer selling activity. The unit of
activity is one 470 pound heifer at age 12 months.

A22.

A long yearling heifer raising activity grazing private
summer range. The unit of activity is one short yearling
heifer at age 12 months, grazed to 680 pounds at age
18 months.

A23.

A long yearling heifer raising activity grazing federal
summer range. The unit of activity is one short yearling
heifer at age 12 months, grazed to 680 pounds at age
18 months.

A24.

A long yearling heifer selling activity. The unit of
activity is one 680 pound heifer at age 18 months.

C.

The objective function coefficients.

ROl.

The hay constraint.

R02.

The feed grain constraint.

ROJ.

The crop aftermath constraint.
Unit Months (AUM).

The unit

The unit of
The unit of

The units are dollars.

The units are pounds.
Th e unit s are pounds.
The units are Animal
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R04.

The winter range constraint.

The units are AUM.

R05.

The spring range constraint.

The units are AUM.

R06.

The private

sununer range

R07.

The federal

summer

ROil.

A heifer calf transf er row.
heifers.

R09.

A steer calf transfer row.

RlO.

A replacement heifer transfer row. The units are 1-1/2
years old heife r s (November 1) bred to calve as two
year olds.

Rll.

A cull cow transfer row.
cul l cows.

Rl2.

A range bull transfer r ow.
for activity AOl.

The units are range bulls

RlJ.

A range bull transfer r ow.
for activity A02.

The units are range bulls

Rl4.

A short yearling steer transfer row.
pound steers.

Rl5.

A long yearling steer transfer row.

constraint.

The units are AUM.

range constraint.

The units are AUM.

The units are 380 pound

The units are 400 pound steers .

The units are 1000 pound

The units are 490
The units are 740

pound steers.

R16.

A capital transfer row for capital borrowed six months.
The units are dollars.

Rl7.

A capital transfer row for capital borrowed 12 months.
The units are dollars.

Rl8.

A capital transfer row for capital accounting.
are dollars.

Rl9.

A minimum constraint on the size of the breeding herd.
The units are cows.

R20.

A short yearling heifer transfer row.
470 pound heifers.

R21.

A long yearling heifer transfer row.
680 pound heifers.

The units

The units are
The units are
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Livestock production alternatives were separated into production
and selling ac tivitie s to facilitate movement of cattle from
productio n options to either a sell in g or retaining a lternati ve .
In addition, this allowed total varaible costs and gross r eturns
to be specified directly with the production and selling s options
a nd independent of each other.

This Ya3 necessary for cost

accounting when transferring livestock into retention activities.
It was assumed that only steer calves would be purchased for both
cattle purchasing activities.

A subjective constraint on the

minimum size of the breeding herd was placed at 75 cows fo r the

150RANCH and 150 cows for the 300RANCH.

This was assumed to be

consistent with the preference of Utah ranchers in retaining
a portion of their breeding h erd.
The cow-calf, replacement heifer, range bull, and long yearling
activities all graze summer range and were divided into two ac tivities
each.

These were summer grazing on private summer range or the

alternative of grazing federal summer range.

This was done to

allow expression of various income and forage use penalties
incurred by the different options when grazing federally controlled
rangeland.
Input-Output Data
Inventory and budget data from Workman (1970) and Roberts
and Gee (1963) for the two representative sizes of Utah cattle
ranches (150 and 300 head of breeding cows) were updated and
provided the basic input for the linear programming analysis.
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Numerous stuides in the literature were used to substantiate the
data and fill in where data we re absent.

Resource constraints

(Table 1) ••ere formulated for hay, barley, crop afte rmath ,
winter range, spring range , private summer range, and federal

summer range, from forage balance charts and typical feed use
patterns of the two representative ranch sizes formul ated by

Abdalla (1976).

Protein supplement was treated as a cash cost

rather than as a constraint.

Table 1.

Resource constraints for the 150 a nd 300 head ranches
(feed for horses already subtracted) .
Constraint

Resource

150RANCH
Hay
Barley
Winter range
Spring range

141 tons
11. 73 tons
780 AUM
417 AU!!

300RANCH
198
36
1772
780

tons

tons
AUM
AUM

Summer range

Private
Federal

summer range
summer range

130 AUM
530 A!Jl1

671 AUM
825 AUM

It was assumed that machinery use would remain constant since

crop production decisions were not involved in the optimization.
Labor requirements were assumed to be highest for the normal cowcalf operation and therefore not constraining any of the options .
In a study by the University of Hyoming Agricultural Experiment
Station (1965) some ranchers preferred yearling operations because
of fewer cows calving in the spring.

Branding and castrating of

calves, which is an important use of ranch labor, would also
be reduced due to fewer calves being born from a reduced cow herd.
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Calf crop percentage
Calf crop percentage as used in this study is defined as
the number of calves weaned expressed as a percent of the number
of cows in the herd on January 1 which were given opportunity to
breed.
to

Th e data in the literature varies considerab ly from source

sour~e .

Data showing a calf crop percentage of about 85

percent for the intermountain area are numerous (Roberts and Gee,
1963; Stevens, 1968, 1975; Cook, 1970; Kearl, 1969).

It must be

noted that Cook (1970) collected his data on experimental animals
and Kearl (1969) cautions that when heifers coming two years old
are counted as part of the breeding herd, the calf crop is lowered
to less than 74 percent.

Kearl (1971) also states that the calf

crop in Wyoming drops to 70-75 percent when calculated on the
basis of calves weaned.
Rogers and Helming (1967) report

calf crop percentages in north-

eastern Nevada to be 76 percent on small ranches ave r aging 167 head of
brood cows and 73 percent on medium ranches ave raging 430 head
of brood cows.

Production and sales data from Workman (1970)

was used to calculate an approximately 76 percent calf crop for
the two sizes of ranches in this study.

To make the calculation,

the number of cull cows was assumed to be equal to the number of
heifer calves retained for replacement.

The number of yearling

steers sold was assumed to be equal to the number of steer calves
retained.

These were added to the number of heifers and steer

calves sold at weaning to approximate the total number of calves
weaned.

Due to the approximate nature of these calculations and
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after conside r ation of both the high and low estimates reported
in the literature, it was decided to use 80 percent as the calf
crop percentages on both ranch sizes in this study.
l~eaning

weights of calves

Cook (1970), in his study of the energy budgets of range
livestock in Utah, reported that calves were weaned in October
weighing 400 pounds.

Stevens (1975) lists sale weights of calves

in Wyoming averaging 380 pounds for heifers and 410 pounds for
steers .

Sales information for both typical Utah ranch sizes

from Workman (1970) shows heifer calves sold in Octobe r weighing
380 pounds and steer calves weighing 400 pounds.

In the models,

calves were weaned November 1 at the weights reported by Workman
(1970).
Bull to cow ratios
Roberts and Gee (1963) r eported that the typical lSORANCH
operation kept one bull for every 25 brood cows while the
ran one bull for eve ry 20 brood cows .

300Rfu~CH

Workman (1970) presented

inventory data for the two ranch sizes showing 6 bulls on the
150RANCH and 15 bulls on the 300RANCH which are exactly the ratios
Roberts and Gee (1963) reported, and were used for this study.
Replacement rate
Rate of replacement, as used in the study, is the percentage
of brood cows which are replaced each year by heifers.

Homegrown

heifer calves for replacement are retained at weaning, bred at
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one year of age to calve at two, and incorporated into the breeding
herd as a mature cow on November 1, one year after weaning.

In Wyoming, 15-20 per cent of the cm< herd ar e two year old
heife r s (Kearl, 1971).

Data from northeastern Nevada (Roge r s , 1967)

shows a replacemen t rate of 15 percent and 14 percent for small
and medium sized ranches, respectively .

From i nventory dat a on

west-central Wyoming cattle ranches (Peryam and Olson, 1975), calcu lations were made to determine replacement rates.

The yearling

heifer inventory was divided by the total number of cows to obtain
an approximately replaceme nt r a te of 14-15 percent.
Gee (1963) r e port
c attle ranches.

Roberts and

a replacement rate of 17 percent on intermountain
A replaceme nt rate of 15 percent for both ranch

sizes was used i n th is study as it is most representative of the
r at es presented in th e lite r a ture.
Animal units
An animal unit (AU) is defined as a 1000 pound cow or the
equivalent and an animal unit month (AUM) is the amount of feed
required for one a nimal unit for one month,

By expressing all

classes of livestock in t e rms of animal units, monthly or seasonal
feed requirements become additive and total r eq uirements a re
easily determined.

All c lasses of livest oc k contained in the model

were assigned animal unit coefficients (Table 2) according t o the
f ormula AU

=

W' 75 7 1000' 75 from Lewis et al. (1956).

I~ is the

average of the monthly weights for the time period concerned.
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Table 2.

Animal unit equival ent for the different classes of
livestock.

Class of lives t ock

Average Wt .
(lbs .)

Animal Unit s

13 50
1000
550
325
445
435
615
575

1.250
1.000
.639
.430
.54 5
.526
.694
.6 no

Bull
Cow
Replacement he ifer
Calfa
Short yearling steer
Short yearling heife r
Long yearling stee r
Long yearling heifer

aCalves are counted initially on August 1 at 4 months of age.
Feed use coe ffi cients on private vs.
federal rangeland
For livestock grazing priva t e r a ng e land, the feed requiremen t
wa s the a nimal unit coefficient multiplied by the numb e r of months
that type of r angeland was grazed and expressed in animal unit
months.

Calves 4 months of age were counted as removing forage

from private land.

However, on rangeland administered by federal

agencies (winter range, spring range, and a portion of summer range),

calves under the age of 6 months are not counted, while calves
and yearlings 6 months and older are counted as a f ull animal
unit and charged accord ingly.

For example, a cow and ca lf grazing

on U. S. Forest Service summer rangeland during the month of
September is counted as, and charged for, 1 animal unit month of
forage, while actual forage removal is approximately 1 . 43 animal
unit months (the coefficient used for private rangeland).

On the

other hand, a 650 pound year ling stee r grazing the same rangel and
is also counted as 1 animal unit while it actually represents only
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.73 animal units (the coefficient used for private rangeland).
Bulls were counted as 1.5 animal units while on federally owned
rangeland.

For use of federal spring and summer range, these

coefficients were expressed directly in terms of the length of
time these lands were grazed because they were used exclusive of
other feed during the season of use.

However, during the winter

feeding period, a major portion of the feed is supplemental, the
balance being provided by federally owned winter range.

The animal

unit months of feed provided by hay, grain, and protein supplement
were subtracted from the total animal unit months required by the
particular class of livestock for the entire winter period,
and this r epresen t ed the balance of feed to be obtained from
g r azing winter range.
calf must graze

To determine the amount of time a r etained

federal winter range to consume the balance of

feed required, the formula MONTHS

= AUM

7 AU was used.

By

substi tut ing the known animal unit months required from winter
range and th e animal unit coefficient of the retained calf , the
amount of gr azing time required for the calf to remove the needed
forage was determined.

For example, if a calf is .6 animal units

a nd requires 1.8 animal unit months of feed fro m federal winter
r a nge, it must grazed for 1.8 7 .6
much forage .

=

3 months to remove this

Since the federal agencies co unt the over

month old

calf as 1 animal unit, it s forage requirement fo r federal winter
r ange must be 3 animal unit months i nstea d of 1.8.
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Feed use and weight gains
Annual feed use r equirements for all classes of lives t ock are
summarized i n Table 3.
Cows.

Specific winter diets of cows on the two t ypical r anch

sizes were not avail able , but Kearl (1970) presented a t ypical
win t er ration fer cows in \·/yarning fo r a 150 day winter period.
Cows we r e fe d 1200 pounds of hay, 150 pounds of protein supplement,
and range forage.

Bas ed on forage balance charts and typical feed

use on the 150 and 300 head r anches (Abdalla, 1976) and the data
from Kearl (1970), feed use requirements and da tes were cons tru cted
for the models.

Cows on the 150RANCH were allotted 1200 pounds

of hay, 120 pounds of barley, a nd the balance in r ange forage
from December 15 to Ap ril 15.

Only 960 pounds of hay per cow

was allotted on the 300RANCH with 120 pounds of barley, 33 pound s
of protein s upplement, and range fo ra ge providing the balan ce .
Spring range was grazed

fro~

April 15 to June 20 at which time the

cows and calves we r e placed on ei ther private or federal summer
range and left until Oc tober 1.

During October, the cows and

c alves graze c rop aftermath and winter range in the same proportion
they are available in the forage ba lance charts of Abdalla (1976).
After calves were weaned on November 1, the cows were placed on r ang e
forage until the winter fe eding program began (December 15).
Bulls.

Bulls were fed 1485 pounds of hay from November 1 t o

December 15 and 3240 pounds of hay, 240 pounds of protein supplement,
and 240 pounds of barley from De cember 15 to April 15.

From April

15 to June 20 they graze spring range and summer range forag e from

Table 3.

Feed requirement coefficients for the various classes of livestock.
Federal

Privat e
Class of livestock

Hay
(lbs.)

Barley
(lbs.)

Crop
aftermth

Winter
range

Spring
range

(AUM)

(AUM)

OR

(AUM)

range
(AUH)

summer
range
(AUM)

summer

Cow (150RANCH)

1200

120

.3

'• . 455

2.167

3. 333

3. 333

Cow (300RANCH)

960

120

.3

4. 713

2.167

3. 333

3.333

0

0

.103

0

0

900

120

.235

2.687

2.167

2 . 370

3.333

4725

240

1.250

0

3.225

4.166

5.000

Short yearling steer

900

150

0

1. 905

0

0

0

Sho rt yearling heifer

900

150

0

1. 792

0

0

0

Long yearling steer

200

0

0

0

2 .167

2.433

3.333

Long yearling heifer

200

0

0

0

2 .167

2.263

3.333

Calf a
Replacement heifer
Bull

.688

0

--aFeed used by calves was adjusted for an 80 percent calf crop.

N

0
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June 20 to October 1.

Bulls grazed crop aftermath during October

until hay feeding began November 1.
Replacement heifers.

After weaning on November 1, replacement

heifers were placed on range forage until December 15.

From December

15 to April 15, they received 900 pounds of hay, 120 pounds of
barley, 120 pounds of protein supplement, and range forage.

The

replacement heifers grazed spring range from April 15 to June 20,
summer range from June 20 to October 1, and crop aftermath and
range forage during October.

On November 1 the year following

weaning they were counted as mature cows .

Short yearlings.

Kearl (1970) reported that typical winter

rations (150 days) fed to calves in Wyoming were comprised of 900
pounds of hay, 125 pounds of protein supplement , 150 pounds of
grain, and range forage.

The winter period for short yearlings

in this study was November 1 to April 1 (150 days) and the ration
was the same as above.

Cook (1970) indicated that calves s tudied in

Utah gained approximately 70 pounds between weaning in October
and April 1.

They were fed 2 pounds of protein supplement per

day a nd grazed desert range forage for the remainder of their diet .
For this study a conservative estimate of gain was 90 pounds (.6
pounds per day) for short yearlings.
490 pounds on April
Long yearlings.
long yearlings.

Short yearling steers weighed

and short yearling heifers weighed 470 pounds.
After April 1 the retained yearlings were called

They received 200 pounds of hay and 20 pounds of

protein supplement according to Kearl (1970), before being placed
on spring range April 15.

They grazed spring rang e until June 20 and
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summe r range (private or federal) from June 20 to sale on October 1 .
Cook (1970) reported that yearli ng s t eers in his Utah s tud y gained
2 .25 pounds per day from April 5 to July 15 and 1.75 pounds per
day f r om July 16 t o Sep temb e r 30 while gr azing r ange forage.

This

is 344 pound s of gain during th e s umm er period a lone which seems
high when compa r ed t o o th er st udi es .

Ca lves wintered sligh tly

above maintenance and gr azed thr ough the s ummer gain ed 337 pound s
in the 11 months after weaning in Wyoming (Kearl, 1969).

Brownson,

HcConnen, and Stauber (197 5) pr esente d da t a from Hont ana on weaning
weights of calves and sale weights of yearlings 11 months a ft er
weaning .

The ca lves gained a total of 347 pounds in 11 months.

Based on th ese studies, a conservative 340 pounds of gain was
assumed for th is study for th e 11 months af t e r weaning (Novemb e r 1
to October 1 the following year).

Ninety pounds of this was

attributed t o the winter period (70 pounds for heifers) and 250
pounds were gained during the spring and s ummer (210 pounds f or
heifers).

The long yearlings were sold on October 1 at weights

of 740 pounds for steers and 680 pounds for heife r s .
Costs and Returns
Cost of production
Current budget data for ca ttl e ranching enterprises in Utah
were not availab le; however, lvorkman (1970) presented detailed data
on the costs of production for the two typical sizes of cow-calf
operations in Utah for 1968.

Cash costs of production for short

and long yearlings were cal culated from data published by Kearl
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(1969).

It was one of the few studies expressing yearlin g costs

independent of co« costs and was also the data from which the
yearling diets were constructed.
a nd feed use were co nsistent .

This insured that feed costs

Total cash cos ts, l ess depreciation,

were divided by the number of yearlings to determine costs per yearling.
Federal indices of prices paid by farmers fo r produc tion items with bo th
farm and non-farm origin (United States Department of Agriculture, 1976)
were u sed to update all of the da t a to May 1976.

Bureau of Land

Management and U. S . Forest Service grazing fees were then adjusted
to 1976 rates of $1.51 per animal unit month and $1.63 per animal
unit month, respectively.

The cost of production items for the

normal complement of bull s and replacement heif ers were inc luded
in per cow cost as a necessary expenditure on a cow- calf operation.
However, interest on investment in livestock, depre cia tion, and

federal grazing fees were calculated independently fo r all classes
of livestock.
Costs of production for a cow-calf unit «ere higher for the
300RANCH than for the 150RANCH.

Workman (1970) said this increase

in costs is due to differences in management practices and a more
than proportionate increase in expenditures for f eeds and veterinary
services.

The 300RANCH also ran more bulls per cow and used bulls

for a shorter life than the 150RANCH due to a
reported by Roberts and Gee (1963).

percent death l oss

Yearling costs were taken

from an external source (Kearl, 1969) and there was no valid reason
to s how a difference in these costs between th e two ranch sizes .
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Interest on cash co sts of production was computed at 8 percent*
for 6 months .

Interest on investment was based on the portion of a

year the animals were on the ranches and their average value.

The

time period of cows , bulls, and replacement heifers was 1 year,
for sho rt yearlings 5 months (November 1 to Apri l 1), and for long
yearlings 6 months (April 1 to October 1).

Value was determined

from 1965-74 average prices for cattle in Utah as reported in " Utah
Agricultural Statis tics 1975" and the average weights of the various
livestock classes.

Bulls were treated as capital items and

depreciation was ca l culated on the basis of a $750 new value, a $350
salvage value, and, according to Roberts and Gee (1963), a 3-year
breeding life on the typical 300 head ranches and 4 years on the
150 head ranches.

Interest on investment in bulls was computed at

8 percent annually on a n average value of $550.
For optimization purposes, only those costs that affect the
optimum allocation of resources were included.

Depreciation on

buildings, machinery, and horses was not included in the cost figures
us ed in the models.

These costs remain essentially constant r egard-

less of the type of operation.

They must be paid from what is

reported as net ranch income.
Grazing fees were calculated by multiplying the appropraite
rate per animal unit month times the animal unit months of federal
grazing required by any production activity .

Because spring range

was not divided into private and federal portions, the charge

*In te rest rat e quoted by the Production Credit Association of
Logan, Utah during a personal telephone conversa tion in July, 1976.
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was based on the proportion of federal to private summer range
which made up the total amount of sp r ing range .

For example , the

long yearling activities graze spring rang e for approximately
months .

Federal rangeland made up approximately 58 percent of the

total spring range available and thus
for 58 percent of the 2 months.

t~e

graz ing fee was char ged

All costs are presented in

Tables 4 and 5.
Calf and yearling purchasing costs
Steer calves purchased in the fal l for any of th e various option s
were purchased weighing 410 pounds and short yearlings purchased in
April weighed 502 pounds.

This allowed for an average of 2.42

percent shrinkage for proc urement of calves and yea r lings at auctions
100 miles from the ranch (Kearl, 1969).

Tr ansporta t ion costs cited

by Kearl (1969) were updated using price indices (United States
Department of Agricul ture, 1976) and were $3 .1 2 per head for calves
and $3.82 per head for short yearlings.

Based on the adjustments

and 1970-75 average Utah prices for cattle on these dates (complete
explanation of prices is included in the following section of this
thesis), steer calves were purchased for $177 .99 and short yearlings
cost $221 .3 9.
Borrowed capi tal
Capital for the purchase of weaner calves was borrowed for
12 months at 8 per cent and for the purchase of short yearl ings for
6 months .

In t erest on cash costs of production was added to the

cos ts presented in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4.

Variable cash costs, grazing fees, interest on cash costs, interest on investment, bull

depreciation, and total costs for the various livestock production activities for the 150RANCH
model. Variable costs for bulls and replacemen t heifers are included in cow costs .
Livestock production

Bull

Total
cos t s

Grazing
fees

Interest on
cas h costs

Interest on
investment

Cow-calf (private
summer range)

$75.96

$ 8.55

$ 3.37

$15.01

Cow- calf (federal
summer range)

75.96

13.98

3.59

15.01

Bulls (private
sunnner range)

--

2.63

.ll

44.00

$100.00

146 .7 4

Bulls (federal
summe r range)

--

10.78

.43

44.00

100.00

155 . ll

Replacement heifers
(private summer range)

---

5.99

.24

13.ll

Replacement heifers
(federal summer range)

---

11.42

.45

13.ll

35.88

2.88

1.55

4.21

44.52

21.35

1.77

.92

7.30

31.34

Short yearlings
(steers and heifers)

Variable

depreciation

costs

activity

$102 . 89

---

108.54

19.34

---

24.98

Long yearlings (steers
a nd heifers, private

summer range)

N

Long yearlings (steers
and heifers, federal
summer range)

"'
21.35

7.20

1.14

7. 30

---

36 .99

Table 5.

Variable cash co sts, grazing fees, interest on cash costs, interest on investment, bull

deprecia tion, and total cos ts for the various livestock production activities for the
300RANCH model . Variable costs for bulls and replacement heifers are included in cow costs.
Livestock production
ac tivity

Variable
costs

Grazing
fee~

Interest on
cash costs

Interest on
investment

Bull

Total

depreciation

costs

Cm.-calf (priva t e
suuuner range)

$84.87

$ 9.13

$ 3. 75

$15 .01

---

$112 . 76

Cow-calf (federal
summer r ange)

84 . 87

14.56

3.97

15.01

---

118.41

2. 82

.11

44.00

$133.33

180 . 26
188.74

Bulls (private
summer range)
Bulls (federal
sunnner range)

--

10.97

.44

44.00

133 . 33

Replacement heifers
(private summer range)

---

6.12

.24

13.11

---

19.4 7

Replacement heifers
(federal summer range)

--

11.55

.46

13.11

---

25.12

35 . 88

2.88

1. 55

4.21

21.35

1.90

.93

7. 30

Short yearl ings
(steers and heifers)

44.52

Long yearlings (steers
and heifers, private
summer range)

Long yearlings (steers
and heifers, federal
summer range)

---

31.48
N

"'
21.35

7.33

1.15

7 . 30

--

37.13
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Gross returns
Six year (1970-75) ave rage prices for cattle in Utah
(Table 6) were used as the pri ces received fo r calves , short
yearlings, and long yearlings.

Prices for 1972 - 75 we r e compiled

from the weekly "Market News" for the North Salt Lake Stockyards
published by the Agri cultur'll Marketi ng Service , U. S . De partment
of Agriculture.

Data for 1970 and 1971 were presented by Christensen,

Davis, and Richards (1973) and came from the same livestock sa l es .
The price of cull cows was the 1965-74 average January price for
cows in Utah from "Utah Agricultural Statis t ics 1975."

Cull

cows were sold for $187 .60 (1000 pounds at $18 .76 per hundredweight).
For sa l e da t es of April 1 (short yearlings), October 1 (long
yearlings), and Novembe r 1 (calves), th e high and low quo t e d
prices for each class of livestock for the sa l es the week preceding
and fo llowi ng th e a bove da t es were averaged.

This was done for

all 6 year s mentioned above and then ave r aged to ob tain the prices
used in this study .
The analyses were also done at 1973 pri ces which t;ere very
favorable t o calves and at 1975 prices which were favorable to
yea rlings.

Prices paid for cattle in Utah during 1973 were quite

diffe rent than the 1970-75 average.

Prices paid for all classes

of livestock were high, but lightweight weaner cal ves receive d
exceptiona lly high returns.
a very r are phenomena.

In 1975, prices for cattle exhibited

Ca l f prices were considerably lower than

the 1970-75 average, while 70Q-800 pound yea rling prices wer e

Table 6.

The average price, weight, and gross returns for livestock marketed in this study.

Dollars per cwt .
Class of livestock

Gross return

Weight
(cwt.)

197Q-75

1973

1975

1970-75

1973

Steer calves

4.0

42.65

61.38

34.30

170.60

245.52

137.20

Heifer calves

3.8

35.90

52.00

24.26

136.42

197.60

92.19

Short yearling steers

4.9

43.34

60 . 75

30.63

212 . 37

29 7.68

150.09

Short yearling heifers

4.7

38.00

52.16

23.60

178.60

245.15

110.92

Long yearling steers

7.4

35.57

46.19

35.88

263.22

34 1.81

265 . 51

Long yea rling heifers

6.8

31.58

40.25

32.06

2J.4. 74

273.70

218.01

1975

N

"'
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slightly above average and these heavy feede r livestock were
rec eiv ing a higher price per pound than the lightweight feeder calves.
These non-typical situations were studied to determine their
effects on optimum production and marketing strategies .

The

prices, livestock weights, and gross returns for all activities
are presented in Table 6.
Net ranch income
Net ranch income as defined for this study is gross return s
(Table 6) minus all of the va riable , interest, and depreciation
costs reported above (Tables 4 and 5).

Depreciation on buildings,

machinery, and horses, and operator and family wages have no t
been subtrac ted.

These costs must be paid from the net ranch

inc ome determined in the linear programming solutions.
Reguired Decrease in Breeding Herd
The required decrease in the breeding herd to accommodate
retained yearlings was dic tated by the linear programming analysis
as resource constraints were met.

The decrease was the difference

between the number of brood cows as specified in the baseline
cow-calf operation and the number of cows in the optimum ranch
organization.
The Effects on Beef Production and Price
A decrease in the cow herd to accommodate retained yearlings
for the optimum strategy may re sult in a co rresponding decveas e in
beef production and increase in the price of beef because fewer
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calves and yearlings would be availabl e for feeding and slaught e r.
The possible reduction in pounds of beef produced in Utah and
the region (11 western states- - Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon , Utah, Washington, and

Wyoming) were evaluated at four arbitrary levels of rancher
adoption of the optimum st rat egy .

Assuming th at all ranches in

the region are currently cow-calf operations selling weaner
calves, the reduction in the number of ca l ves produced as a result

of smaller breeding herds was calculated for situations where 25,
50, 75, and 100 percent of these operations adopted the optimum
strategy.

The percent reduction in herd size required for the

two representative ranch sizes was assumed to be the same required for

all ranch sizes to adopt the optimum s trategy.
The numb e r of calves marketed was taken to be the n umber of
beef calve s weaned, i n the sta te or region, minus 15 percent for
r eplacements (AbdallA, 1976).

The percent reduction in herd size

multiplied by the number of calves marketed by 25, 50, 75, and
100 percent of the ranches was used as the number of calves which
would not be marketed if these levels of rancher adoption occurred.
In order to estimate the effect of this reduction in the number
of calves marketed on t otal pounds (live weight) of beef produced
in the U.S., it was assumed tha t all calves and yearlings are fed
to 1,100 pounds for slaughtering.

Thus, the number of calves not

marketed multiplied by 1,100 pounds is an estimate of the maximum
possible reduction in pounds of beef produced in the U. S. due to
rancher adoption of the optimum strategy in Utah and the region.
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The effec t of the pos sible reduction i n be ef produ ct ion in
the 11 western states on the price of beef in the U.S . was then
evaluated using the economic concept of price elas ti ci t y of
demand.

The price e la sticity of demand is defined as th e percentage

change in the quantity of a product d ivided by the percentage
change in the price of th e pr oduct (Leftwi ch, 1973).

Workman,

King, a nd Hooper (1972) calculated the price elas t icity of dema nd
for beef in the U. S . to be -0 . 67 .

This indicates t hat the quantity

of beef consumed (produced) would decrease by 0 .6 7 percent as the
result of a one percent price increase.

It is the inver se of

the price coe ffi cient, -1. 49 , which is of use here.

It indicates

that a one per cen t decrease in the quantity of bee f produ ced would
ca use a 1.49 percent i ncrease i n th e price of bee f (Workman,
King, and Hoope r, 1972).

TI1us, the percentage change in the

price of beef re s ulting from rancher adoption o f the optimum
s trategy i s - 1 . 49 time s the per centage c han ge in the quantity of
beef produced .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solutions to Baseline Cow-Calf Operations
lSORANCH
The baseline solution of the lSORANCH model repr esented the
data well with a breeding herd of 159 cows .

Of these 159 cows,

17 were placed on private summer range with the remainder (142)
grazing federal summer range .

All 24 replacement heifers wer e

kept on privat e summer range.

Because of differences in method

of calculating forage requirements between private and federal
summer r ange grazing options, thi s allocation of younger animals

to private range and cow-calf pairs to federal range came about
as the linear programming technique maximi zed the use of scarce
resources in producing income .
Resource constraints were met nearly simultaneously, but

spring fo rage was the limiting resource.
(total annual cash costs) was $14,420 .

The capital requirement
Net ranch income was $2,148.

300RANCH
The initial solutions for th e 300RANCH model indicated that
the cost ($118 . 41) of the cow-calf activity (A02) of grazing
federal summer range was to o high for the activity to enter into
the solution.

The number of cows was limited to 150 (minimum

constraint) and thus it was not a suitable baseline solution.
Examination of the sensitivity ana lysis revealed that if this
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cost was reduced to $117.67 (a reduc tion of $.7 4) that the activity
would enter into the solution at the level allowed by the resour ce
constraints .

Therefore, th e cost of activity A02 was reduced to

$117.67 for the ba seline solution and all subsequen t analyses.
Spring range limited the 300RANCH baseline cow-calf operation
at 294 head of brood cows.

As with the 150RANCH, all replacement

heifers were grazed on private summer range, while 134 cows grazed
private summer range and 160 cows grazed federal summer range.
Capital required for production was $28 ,879 and net ranc h income
was only $849 .

This low net return was due to the significantly

higher costs of production on the 300 head r anches than on the
150 head ranches.

These highe r costs were the result of a more

than proportionate use of pur chased feeds and veterinary services
by the 300RANCH (Workman, 1970).

Slightly higher bull cos ts

were also incurred because of running more bulls per cow and for
a shorter life than the 150RANCH.

Solutions for the baseline cow-

calf operations of both ranch sizes are summarized in Table 7.
Solutions to Fixed Retention Options
b

and c --Short Yearlings

Fixed retention options b

and c

required that all homegrown

calves be retained and sold as s hort yearlings in the spring.
These options were very inferior to the cow-calf operation in terms
of net ranch income .

Additional costs incurred by retaining the

ca lves to sell as short yearlings, exceeded the increase in gross
re t urn .

Because the options were required to retain the weaner
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Ta>le 7.

Organization of the baseline cow-calf operations
for both ranch sizes .

It•m
Covs

Privat~
Federal

lSORANCH

JOORANCH

17

134

142

160

Bu _ls
Private
Federal

7

8

Re)lacement heifers
Private
Federal

24
0

44

Lhestock marketed
Cull cows
Steer ca lve s
Heifer calve s

24
64
40

44
118

Linit ing resource

0

73

Spring range

Spring range

Operating capital requirement

$14,420

$28,879

Net r anch income

$ 2,148

$

3

Gr1ze

private summer ran ge .

bGr1ze federal summer range.

849
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calves (heifers a nd steers) this loss was forced upon the solution
and net ranch income decreased.

Results are included here for

comparison with the base l ine cow-calf and optimal solutions.
Winter feeding r ations of brood cows had to be adjusted for both
ranch sizes before the solutions were realistically constrained.
No weaner calves were purchased for wint er feeding on either ranch
size and therefore the solutions to options b

a nd c

were

identical.
lSORANCH
Feed grain became the limiting resource for options b
while other sources of winter feed were still available .
cow herd
calves.

and c
The

was limited to only 96 cows to accommodate the retained
This solution was unrealistic considering the availability

of alternative winter feeds .

In order to allow the options to be

constrained by a more realistic constraint, such as the total feed
available for a time period, the barley requirement was relaxed.
It was assumed that alfalfa hay (SO percent total digestible
nutrients) could be subs tituted for barley (75 percent total
digestible nutrien ts) in th e winter diets of brood cows at the
rate of 1.5 pounds of hay for 1 pound of barley.

Therefore, 91.5

pounds of hay were substituted for 61 pounds of barl ey in the
brood cow rations and total AUMs of availab le winter feed (hay,
barley, and winter range) became

the solution constraint.

The cow-calf-short yearling organization requiring the
retention of all weaner calves, decreased net ranch income 28
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per cent below that of the cow- calf ope r a tion to $1, 546 and op e r a tin g
c apital inc rea sed $346 .

Th e cow he rd de c r eas ed fr om 159 to 128 cows

to a cc ommodate 32 he ifer ca l ves a nd 51 s t ee r calve s, retained and
sold as sho rt yearlin gs on April 1.
private summer ra nge .

All r e placement heifers gr azed

The charac teris ti cs o f these solution s are

summarize d in Table 8.
300RANCH
Activity A02 ( cow-calf gr a zin g federa l summer ran ge ) would
not ent e r the solution until th e cost wa s redu ced t o $116.12.

This

slightly l ower cost was used in order t o obtain a solution which
was bounded by resource constraints allowing comparison with
ranch organization of the other options.

To obtain a valid

comparison of net ranch income with the other options for
which a cost of $117.67 was used, the $1.55 per cow difference in
the cost of activity A02 was subtra c ted from the net return of
options b

and c

Hay then became severely limiting for options b

and c

while winter range and barley were still available for winter
feeding.

The cow herd was limited to only 207 cows.

To overcome

the unrealistic hay constraint, .5 animal unit months of winter
range «ere substituted for .5 animal unit months of hay in the
winter diets of the brood cows.

Hay and winter range then

simultaneously restrained the solution at 257 head of brood cows.
Net ranch income was reduced 29 percent from that of the baseline
cow-calf operation to $601 and the capital requirement increased
$2,683.

Solutions to these options are summarized in Table 8.
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Table 8.

Organization of the short yearling options for both
ranch sizes.

lSORANCH

Item

300RANCH

Cows

Private:
Federal

20
108

137

1
4

7
6

19
0

39
0

19
51
32

103
64

120

Bulls
Private
Federal
Replacement heifers
Private
Federal
Livestock marketed
Cull c ows
Short yearling steers
Short yearling heifers
Limiting resource

Hay, barley,
winter r ange

39

Hay, winter
range

Operating capi tal requirement

$14,766

$31 ,562

Net ranch i ncome

$ 1,546

601

a Graze

private summer range.

b Graze federal summer range.
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Solutions to Fixed Retention Options
d,

e,

and f --Long Yearlings

Retaining short yearlings in the spring for sale October
as long yearlings was more profitable than selling them after the
winter pe riod, and net ranc h income for options d,

increased above that of options b

ami c .

e ,

and f

Although available

as an option , the program did not purchase any weaner calves
and the solutions were,

or short yearlings for options e

or f

therefore , the same as option d.

Not optimum s trategies, but fixed

strategies requiring the r etention of all calves for sale as
lon g yearlings, these results are included for comparison with
the other alternatives and with the optimum stra t egy.

150RANCH
In the initial solutions for these options barley again
became limiting, but not so severely as in options b
above.

and c

The amount of barley required in the winter r ation of

brood cows was relaxed slightly and 27 pounds of hay was substituted
for 18 pounds of barley.

Barley was still totally utilized, but

sp ring range became the limiting resource.

All 103 cows utilized

f ederal summer range in th e solution, 26 long yearling heifers
and 29 long yearling steers were sold from summer grazing on
private land and an additional 12 long yea rling steers were sold
from summer grazing on federal rangeland.

All replacement heifers

for these options were placed on federal summer range.
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Net income increased substantially over options b

and

~

but at $1,925 was still 10 percent less than that for the baseline
cow-calf operation.

After optimization of the complete model, to be

discussed later, it was apparent that the retention of weaned
heifer calves for sale as long yearlings caused net income to be
less than for the baseline.

The capital requirement for the long

yearling options was $658 less than for a cow-calf operation because
of the substitution of lower cost yearlings for brood cows.

These

organizations are summarized in Table 9.
300RANCH
Spring range was the limiting resource for options d ,

e,

and f. fo r the 300RANCH model, with a herd of 192 brood cows-73 summered on private rangeland and 119 s ummered on federal
rangeland.

With more available private summer range than the

l50RANCH, all 77 long yearling steers, 48 long yearling hefiers,
and 11 replacement heifers were summered on private rangeland .
Net ranch income for these options increased 19 percent
above the baseline cow-calf operation to $1,863, and operating
capital was $2,188 les s .

This was the re sul t of replacing

bro od cows, which were expensive in terms of annual cash operating
costs, with less expensive yearling steers.

Net ranch income

for the 300RANCH was higher for these options than for the
baseline, while on the l50RANCH it was slightly le ss for these
options than for the baseline.

This was the result of substantially

higher savings from reducing brood cow numbers due to their
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Table 9.

Organization of the l ong yearling options for both
ranch sizes .

Item

lSORANCH

300RANCH

Cows
Private:
Federal

0
103

73
119

Bulls
Private
Federal
Replacement heifers
Private
Federal
Livestock marketed
Cull cows
Long yearling steers
Private
Federal
Long yearling heifers
Private
Federal
Limiting resource

0
4

0

29

16

0

16

29

29
12

77

26

48
0

0

Spring range

0

Spring range

Operating capita l requirement

$13,762

$26,691

Net ranch income

s 1,925

s 1,863

8

Graze private summer range.

bGraze

federal summer range.
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significantly higher costs on the JOORANCH than on the 150RANCH,
while costs and returns from yearlings were the same for both
ranch sizes.

The Optimum Strategies

The optimum livestock produc tion and marketing strategies
were developed from the linear programming optimiza ti on of the
complete models.

The ideal situation would be to change ranch

organization each year to employ the specific production and
marketing strategies maximizing net ranch income for the given
year .

This would maximize net ranch income over any time period.

However, because of the inability to accurately predict future
prices in time to make the needed decisions and the difficult and
unrealistic requirement of constantly changing ranch organization,
the optimum st rategy developed from the average price data is the
most realistic approach to maximizing long term net ranch income.
150RANCH
The income maximizing ranch organization was a combination

of the cow-calf and long yearling options.

The sale of heifer

calves at weaning and the retention of all steer calves for sale
as long yearlings resulted in a net ranch income of $2,268,
approximately 6 percent over the baseline cow-calf operation, while
the capital requirement de c reased $483 .

A herd of 120 brood cows ,

all grazed on federal summer range, supplied the calves for
the operation and no additional weaner calves or short yearlings
were purchased .

Private summer range was first allocated to long
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year l i ngs and then to a portion of th e r ep lac e ment heife r s.

Th e

rema ining r eplacement hei fers grazed fed e ral summer range .

Spring

range was the r esou r ce limiting th e optimum strategy.
This optimum combination of the cow- calf a nd long yearling
programs a llocated forage between brood cows and yea rling steer s .
Heifer calves, which were not as profitable as s t eers for ret ention,
wer e sold at weaning thereb y requiring no additional feed and thus
allowing the addition of 17 more brood c ows than in a fixed
long yearling option .

These 17 cows contributed 7 additional

steers for retention as long yearlings.

It is this optlmization

of resource use which make the results of this study considerably
different than budgeting studies comparing "all or nothing" strat e gies
like those presented above in t he fixed retention options.

The

optimum production and marketing strategies for both ranch sizes
are presented in Table 10 .
Sensitivity analysis of the optimum indicated that the lSORANCH
solution was very sensitive t o a drop in the price received for
long yearling steers .

If the gross return for these yearlings is

lowered from $263 . 22 to $262.16 the baseline cow-calf operation and
the above solution become essentially identical in terms of net
ranch income (assuming all other factors remain cons tan t) .

This

is reflected very clearly in both solutions as there is only a $120
differen ce in net ranch income between the baseline cow-calf and
optimal so lutions.

This may indica te tha t the choice between a

cow-calf or the prescribed cow-calf-long yearling operation is a
matter of operator preference.

However, lower prices for yearlings
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Table 10.

Organization of the optimum ranch operation for both
ranch sizes.
150RANCH

Item

300RANCH

Cows
Private:
Federal

0
120

89
133

0

4

5

7

Bulls
Private
Federal
Replac ement heifers
Private
Federal

6

33

12

0

18
30

33
55

Private

48

89

Federal

0

Livestock marketed
Cull cows
Heife r calves
Long yearling steers

0

Spring range

Spring range

Operating capital requirement

$13,937

$27,334

Net ranch income

$ 2,268

$ 2,049

Limiting resource

a Graze private summer range.

b Gr aze federal summer range.
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may be accompani ed by proportionately lowe r calf prices and the
l ong yearling option may remain optimal.

The 6 years of price

data used i n this s tudy see m to indi ca te weaner calf prices being
much more volatile tha n yearling pr ices and this needs conside r ation
in the decision making process.

The sensitivity analysi s does not

test the si t ua tion of two o r more variables c hanging simult aneously .

300RANCH
The op t imum s trategy for maximization of net ranch income fo r
the 300RANCH was the same as th e 150RANCH above .

Sale of all heifer

cal ves a t weaning, and ret e ntion of all steer calves for sal e
as lon g yearlings, i ncreased net i ncome by $1 , 200 to $2 ,049, more
than twice the net ranch income for th e cow-calf operation .
Operating capital decreas ed $1,54 5 .

Th e 222 head of brood cows

provide d all calves for retention and no ca lves or short yearlings
were pur chased.

Spring r a nge was the resource which limited the

optimum solution .
For the 300RANCH as with the lSORANCH, optimization involv ed
allo c ation of forage between brood cows and long yearling steers.
Selling heif e r calves at weaning allowed a b r eeding herd with
30 more cows than in the fixed long yearling option which required
the retention of heifers in addition to steers.

These 30 additional

cows contributed an additional 12 stee r calves for retention and 7
heifer calves for sale at weaning.

The other 5 heifer calves 1;ere

retained as replacements.
Sensitivity analysis of the optimum solution for the 300RANCH
indicates that this op timum is more stable in the event of lowe r
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prices for yearlings than the l50RANCH sol ution.

The gross r et urn

for long yearling steers must drop from $263 . 22 down t o $2 49.68
before any change in the so lution occurs, ass uming that a ll other
hctors remain constant.

This stability is also refl ec ted in the

l or ge difference i n net ranch income between the optimal solution
ar.d the baseline cow-calf ope ration.
Analysis at 1973 Prices
This analysis is inc luded for comparison with the average price
sit ua tion and t o provide exa mples of the effec ts market fluctuations
have on r anch income.

Prices paid for ca ttle in Utah during 1973

were quite different than the 1970-7 5 average.

Prices paid for a ll

chsses of livesto ck were higher than average, but lightweight
we•n e r calves received exceptionally high prices.

This price

si:uation changed th e optimum ranch organization.
l5 0RANCH
The optimum ranch organization in terms of maximizing net
ratch income be came the baseline cow- calf operation .

The net ranch

in<ome of $9,340 was 19 percent higher than the net ranch income
of $7,855 which would result if the original optimum strategy
ba•ed on 1970-75 average prices were employed at 1973 prices .
30CRANCH
Optimum ranch organization was essentially the baseline
cow-calf operation.

However , thi s ranch size had a slight excess

of <inter feed and 5 short yearling steers were retained.

April
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prices for short yearlings (470 pounds) were very high in 1973
making retention profitable if feed r esources permitted.

The net

ran ch income of $14 ,076 was 14 pe r ce nt greater than the net ranch
income of $12,306 which would have been generated at th ese prices
using the original optimum strategy.
Analy sis a t 1975 Pri ces
Prices paid for cattle in Utah in 1975 exhibited a very r a re
phenomena.

Calf prices were considerably below average while

700-800 pound yearlings were slightly above average and bringing
more per pound than the lightweight feeder calves .
150RANCH
With this price relationship the retention of heifers became
pro fi table and 26 yearling heifers displaced 17 cows reducing the
breeding herd to 103 cows.

As in the original optimum strategy,

all steers were retained as long yearlings.
was $2 ,105.

Net ranch income

In this situation, the baseline cow-calf operation

would have suffered a loss of approximately $1,450.

Calf prices

in 1975 were too low to pay all of the costs incurred in production.

300~~CH

A similar case existed on the 300RANCH.

All 48 heifer

calves not needed for cow herd replacement displaced 30 cows
f rom : he original average price optimum leaving a herd of 192
cows.

This o rganization is the same as the fixed long yearling

option retaining all calves for sale as long yea rlings.

Net return
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wa s $2,108 while the baseline cow-calf operation would have lost
approximat e ly $5,600 .
The Re qui r ed De crease in the Breeding Herd to
Accommodate Retained Yearlings
As a result of r etaining weane r calves for sale th e following
fall as long yearlings , the size of the breeding herd was r educed
t o provide the needed feed r esource.

On bo th ranch sizes the he rd

r eduction r esult ing from op t imization a nd r e tention of yearlings
was 24.5 percent of the base li ne.

The cow herd was r educed from

159 to 120 brood cows on the 150RANCH and from 294 t o 222 b ro od
cows on the 300RANCH.

In addition, this means tha t at an 80 percen t

ca lf crop appro ximately 32 l ess calv es are weaned on the 150RAN CH
and 58 less a re weaned on the 300RANCH.
Firs t Yea r Cas h Flow
During the first yea r in which an opera tion s wit ches from the
ba se line cow- calf operation to the cow-calf l ong yearling strat egy ,
there is concern ove r the possible dec r ease in cash flow from
retaining and not selling some of the steer calves.

On the 150RANCH,

39 additional cows must be cull ed to provide the feed for the 48
steer calves whi ch are not sold.
cull cows ' sold and

Based on $187.60 per he ad for 39

$170.60 per head for 48 steer cal ves no t sold,

there is an $872 decreas e in annual cash flow.

However, this

will be offse t somewhat during th e ensuing produc tion year as
the operating capital require ment decreases $483.

On the 300RANCH,
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72 additional cows are culled and 89 steer calves are not sent to
sale .

This results in a $1,676 de crease i n cash flow which is

nearly e nt irely offset by a $1,545 decrease in· the amount of
opera ting capital required during the next year .

Addi t ionally , the

ext remel y heavy culling of the cow herd in the first year may well
result in an improved calf crop percentage the following fall and a
rapid improvement in cow herd quality.
The Effects on Beef Production and Price
A 25 percent decrease in the size of the breeding herd to
accommodate retained yearlings would result in a r educ t ion in the
number of feeder livestock marketed in Utah and the region as
indicated in Table lL

Table 12 summarizes the reduction in pounds

of beef produced which would result from a reduction in feeder
livestock numbers.

The portion of tot al U. S. beef production comin g

from Utah is only 0 . 7 percent (Abdalla, 1976) and even at the 100
percent adoption level the reduction in total U. S. beef production
is insignifi cant.

For this reason, the regional reduction in

beef production, due to rancher adoption of the optimum strategy
throughout the 11 western states, was used to calculate the change
in the price of beef in the U. S. which would result.
Total liveweight beef production in the U. S. for 1975 was
40,680,069,000 pounds (Abdalla, 1976).

At 25, 50, 75, and 100

percent adoption at the regional level, total U. S. beef production
would be reduced approximately 0 .9 4, 1.88, 2.82, and 3.76 percent,
respectively.

Based on the elasticity coefficient of -1.49, if 25

50
Table 11.

The reduction in the number of be e f calves marketed
in Utah and the region which would result from 25, 50,
75, and 100 perc ent of the r anch es adopting the optimum
strate gy.
Redu c tion in be ef calves market ed
head

Adoption leve l
(per c ent)

Utah

Region

25

15,619

347,863

50

31,238

695,726

75

46,857

1,043,589

100

62,476

1,391,452

Table 12.

The reductl.on in the pounds (liveweight) of beef produced
in Utah and the region which would result from 25, 50,
75, and 100 percent of the ranches adopting the optimum
strategy (it was assumed that all calves and yearlings
would be fed to 1,100 pounds).
Reduction in beef produc tion (pounds)

Adoption level
(oercent)

Utah

Region

25

17,180,900

382,649,300

50

34,361,800

765,298,600

75

51,541,600

1,147,947,900

100

68,722,500

1,530,597,200
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percent of the ranchers in the region adopted the optimum strategy
the price of beef would increase 1.4 percent, 50 percent adoption
would cause a 2.8 percent increase, 75 percent adoption would
cause a 4.2 percent increase, and 100 percent adoption would cause
an increase of 5.6 percent in the price of beef in the U.S.

For

example, if the price of beef i n th e U. S. was $.35 per pound, and
50 percent of the ranchers in the 11 western states adopted the
op timum strategy reducing tot al U. S. beef production by 1.88 percent,
the price of beef would go up 2.8 percent to $.36 per pound.

If

100 percent of the ranchers changed, the price of beef would go from
$.35 per pound to $.37 per pound.
Due to the inelastic demand for beef in the U. S. a reduction
in beef production (resulting from decreased herd size to accommodate
yearlings to achieve optimi.zation) would cause an increase in the
price of beef which more than offsets any lo ss in revenue from
selling a smaller quantity (Workman, King, and Hooper, 1972).
increases which may be a secondary effect of op t imization could
lead to a secondary increase in income.

Price
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The 150RANCH and 300RANCH models led to baseline cow- calf
solutions whi ch were r ealistic and consistent with input data.
The base h erd s i ze for the 150RANCH and 300 RANCH mode l s were 159
and 294 cows , re spec tively .

Spring r ange was the limi t ing resource

on both ranch sizes for t he baseline cow- calf ope rat ion, the long
year l ing op tions, and the opt imum cow-calf- lon g yearling operation.
Winter feed was limitin g for the sho rt year l ing op tions .
Optima l livestock pr oduction and marketing s trate gies developed
by solving the linear programming pr oblems using a ll production
activi t ies were the same for both ranch sizes.

The stra tegies were

a combina tion of the cow-calf and long yearling options.

Heifer

calves were sold at weaning and the cow her d was redu ce d approximately
25 percent t o accommodate the r e t ention of all steer ca lves.

These

calves were wintered on hay, grain, protein supplement, and range
for age , summered on grass, and then sold weighing 740 pounds 11
months after weaning.

No calves or yearlings were purchased by the

models for any of the r e tention options.
The " a ll or nothing" short yearling retention options were very
inferior to the other options in terms of net ranch income.

Net

ranch income from the retention of all calves for sale as lon g
yearlings was slightly les s than net ranch income either from the
bas e line cow-calf operation or the optimal strategy for the 150RANCH.
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On the 300RANCH the retention of all calves for sale as long yearlings
increased net ranch income over th e baseline cow-calf oper ation
but was not optimal.
Although net ranch income from the optimal strategies was
hi ghe r for the 150RANCH than the 300RANCH, the increase in net ranch
in co me over the bas eli ne cow-calf operation was greater on the
300RANCH than the 150RANCH.

This was due to higher cow cos t s

incu rred by the 300RANCH leading t o higher savings by repla c ing
cows with yearlings.

Consequently, the amount of capital n eeded

for production using the o ptimal s tr a t e gie s was less than required
by the baseline cow- calf solutions on both ranch sizes.
The fact that net ranch income from the 150RANCH was hi gher
than from th e 300RANCH should not be construed as indicating the
need for a 50 percent reduction in the size of the l a rge ranch.
The lower net ranch income from the 300RANCH was mainly the result
of a more than proportionate increase

in purchased feeds, which

increased production costs considerably on the ranches from which
the data was taken.

Slightly higher bull cos ts were also incurred.

Management to increase ranch efficiency and eliminate the need for
the more than proportionate quantities of purchased feed should
allow the 300RANCH a rate of return at least equal to that of the
l50RANCH.

Then net ranch income would be approximately twice that

of the small ranch.
Analysis at 1973 and 1975 price levels resulted in solutions
different than those for the average price situation and demonstrated
the effects of extreme price fluc tuation .

Weaner calves were
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exceptionally profitable during 1973 and optimization of the models
r esulted i n a straight cow- calf operation for both ranch sizes .
Net ranch income was several times h igher tha n the net r anch income
from the average prices .

However, in 1975 cattle pri ces were lower

tha n the aver age, long yearlings were worth more pe r pound than
wea ne r calves, a nd optimization r esulted i n r e tention of all ca lves
f or sale as long yearlings.

Straight cow- calf operations fo r both

ranch sizes would have suffered l osses in 1975.
The ideal situation fo r maximiz ing net r a nch income would be
to annually determine the type of r a nch o r ga nization to maximize
r et urns in that yea r which
over any time period.

•~uld

enabl e returns to be maximized

However, becaus e of the inability to accurately

predict future prices and th e unrealistic assumption of being a ble
to change ranch organization each year, the optimum livestock production and marketing s trategies deve l oped from the average prices is
the o nly practic al means o f maximizin g long t erm average income.
Application of the mode ls in planning a s ingle ranching operation
would be very useful.

Coeffic ients representing the exact, and

perhaps, unique situation of the parti c ula r operation being studied
could be spec ified without r ely in g on generalization based on
typical operations.

Models co uld be taylored to fit the precise

ne eds of the situation being examined.
The optimum produc tion and marke ting strategy developed from
the models may res ult in a small (1-4 percent) reduc ti on i n the
quantity of beef annually produced in the U. S. if all 11 weste rn
st at e ran chers would to adopt the strategy.

This possible reduc tion
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in b eef production 1rould result in an increase of 1 to 6 percent
in the price of beef paid by consumers.

However, these estimates

are somewhat higher than would be likely to occur due to two
assumptions which were necessary to make the calculations.

First,

that all ranches in th e region are presently traditional cow- calf
operations marketing only weaner calves, and the second, that all
calves and yearlings marketed from these ranches are fed to 1,100
pounds.

The above estimates shoul<l be viewed as the maximum possible

effects on price and beef production that may occur due to shifts
in ranch organization.
The r ange livestock industry would benefit from shifting to
the optimum production and marketing strategy in two ways .

First,

because marketing steer calves as yearlings i nc reased net ran ch income

in this study over that produ ce d by a traditional cow- calf operation
at current prices, and secondly, because of the inelastic demand
for beef in the U. S., a reduc tion in beef production (resulting
from decreased herd size to accommodate yearlings ) would cause
an increase in the price of beef which more than offsets any loss
in revenue from selling a smaller quantity (Workman, King, and
Hooper, 1972).

Thus, reducing the cow herd and selling yearlings

instead of calves increased net ranch income and may result in
price increases which could lead to a secondary increase in net
ranch income.
As is true with any modeling process, the results are only
as good as the data.

The major objectives of this study were

aimed at state, regional, and national levels.

The data came from
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studies done in Utah and surrounding states and were considered as
representative of "typical" operations.

It is acknowledged that

"typical" operations are scarce and that most ranches are unique in

some small way.

However, it is felt that the results of this study

are representative of Utah ranches and that the implications are
valid.
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Appendix A
Matrix of lSORANCH Model
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Appendix B
Prices Paid for Cattle in Utah 1970-75
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Table 13.

Average price per hundredweight paid for cattle in
Utah 19 70- 1975, North Salt Lake Stockyards. a
600-700 lbs. 700-800 lbs.
October 1 October 1
Steer s
Heifers

Year

300-400 lbs.
November 1
Steers Hei fers

400-500 lbs.
April 1
St ee r s Heifers

1970

$34.78

$31.52

$3'1.50

$34 .9 6

$22 . 85

$30.06

1971

40.66

36 . 17

36.37

32.75

30.95

33.59

1972

54.00

45 .90

40.38

37 .77

38.67

39 .96

1973

61.38

52 .00

60.75

52.16

40.25

46 .19

1974

30.76

25.56

52.41

46.81

24.69

27.73

1975

34.30

24 .26

30.63

23.60

32.06

35.88

$42.65

$35 .90

$4 3. 34

$38 .00

$31. 58

$35. 57

Average

a

Averages a re based on price informa tion from weekly issues of
Market News , published in Ogden, Utah by the Livestock Division
of the Agricultural Marketing Service, U. s. Department of
Ag r iculture.
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Appendix C
Organization of the Various Solutions t o Both Ranch Models
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Table 14.

Organization of a ll options for 150RANCH.
0 tions

Cowcalf

I t ern

Cows

Privat e~
Federal

Short
yearling

Long
yearling

Optimum

17
142

20
108

0
103

0
120

1
6

1
4

0
4

0
5

24
0

19
0

0
16

12

24
64
40

19

16

18
0
30
0
0

29
12

48
0

26
0

0
0

Bulls
Private
Federal
Replacement heifers
Private
Federal
Livestock marketed
Cull cows
Steer calves
Heifer calves
Sho rt yearling stee rs
Short y earling heifers
Long yearling s te ers
Private
Federal
Long yea rling heifers
Private
Federal
Limiting resource

51
32

Spring
range

Winter
feed

Spring
range

Spring
range

Operating capital requirement

$14,420

$14,766

$13 ,762

$13,937

Net ran ch income

$ 2,148

$ 1,546

$ 1,925

$ 2,268

a
b

Graze on private

summer

range.

Graze on federal

summer

range.
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Table 15.

Organiza ti on of all options for 300RANCH .
OEtions
Cowcalf

Item

Cows

Private~
Federal

134
160

Sho rt
yea rling

137
120

Long
yearling

Optimum

73
119

89
133

4
6

4
7

Bulls
Private
Federal
Replacement heifers
Private
Federal
Livestock marketed
Cull cows
Steer calves
Heifer calves
Short yearling steers
Short yearling heifers
Long yearling steers
Private
Federal
Long yearling heifers
Private
Federal

7
8
44
0

39
0

29
0

33
0

44
118
73

39

29

33
0
55
0
0

77

0

89
0

48
0

0
0

103
64

Limiting r esource

Spring
range

Winter
feed

Spring
range

Spring
range

Operating capital requirement

$28,879

$31,562

$26,691

$27,334

849

601

$ 1,863

$ 2,049

Net ranch income
a

Graze on private summer range.

b

Graze on federal summer range.
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